American Heritage Girls
Troop GA3106
Oconee Heights Baptist Church

What to do with Badges, Patches, and Pins?
Item

Shape

Placement

Hexagon

Front of vest or sash
First badge earned in each Frontier is
placed in a certain order to form a
“ ower” shape (See diagrams on back).
Additional badges earned in each
frontier are placed on the lower left side
of the vest in neat rows.

Old Uniform
Badges are placed on the
uniform the girl was wearing
when she earned them.

Service
Stars

Star

Front of vest or sash
Placed in neat rows under the AHG Flag
Patch on the left side of the vest

Old Uniform
Service stars are placed on the
uniform the girl was wearing
when she earned them.

Patches

Round,
Back of vest or sash
Square, or
Place patches anywhere on the back of
odd
the vest girls choose
shape

Badges

Faith
Award
Pin *

National
Honor
Troop
Award

Arrow Pin

New Uniform
Faith Award Pins are always
worn on the girl’s current
uniform

Circle &
Arc

Front of vest, Back of sash
Adheres to the front of a girl’s vest
beneath the Service Stars, and at the
back top of a girl’s sash.
Ruby Arc goes at 9 o’clock position

New Uniform
NHTA is placed on the new
uniform to celebrate the troop’s
accomplishments of the
previous year.

Sports
Pin *

Triangle

Front of vest or sash
These are af xed to the bottom of the
sash or vest (right side)

New Uniform
Sports pins can be moved to
new uniforms when a girl levels
up as long as she is still actively
participating in that sport.

Joining
Award

Hexagon

Front of vest or sash
This is the center of the rst badge
“ ower”.

New Uniform
This award goes on the new
uniform.

Level
Award

Hexagon

Front of vest or sash
This is the center of the next badge
“ ower”.

New Uniform
This award goes on the new
uniform.
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Old Uniform
Patches are placed on the
uniform the girl was wearing
when she earned them.

Front of vest or sash
Stack together as she moves up
through the AHG program, and are
placed between the AHG Flag Patch
and the Membership Pin.

*We highly recommend upgrading to locking pin-backs
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Example

Leveling Up?
New or Old Uniform

American Heritage Girls
Troop GA3106
Oconee Heights Baptist Church

What to do with Badges, Patches, and Pins?

Please refer to your daughter’s
AHG handbook for proper
placement of all insignia:
Tenderheart/Explorer
Handbook page 16 & 17
Pioneer/Patriot
Handbook page 22 & 23
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Badge “Flower” Placement
The rst badge earned in each Frontier is
placed in a certain order to form a ower
shape:

